
Points to remember in English 

Questions to ponder and prepare

The 3 Ls of Empowerment
 
*3Ls – Learning, Labour and leadership
*speech focuses on the importance of empowerment of women
*learning is the foundation for further development 
*labour enables financial development of an individual and that of nation too
*leadership enables and empowers inborn talents to meet the challenges and thereby 
*raise their potentialities and contribute for the development of nation.

Questions based on concept
? write  slogans for women's day rally / celebration
? write up / panel discussion on women empowerment
? As a woman, how can you contribute for the development of country
? what should be done for the empowerment of nation apart from 3Ls
? Do you think gender equality exists now and how far?

Any Woman
*poem about the traditional role of woman
*woman – key stone, arch, pillar, fire and light - (metaphor)
*protects children and family from all evil forces
*wishes to live long enough to see her children grow

Questions based on concept
? Role played by traditional and present day woman
? significance of woman or mother in a family
? A mother narrating her role in a family ( 1st person narrative)
? How far the portrayal of woman in the poem has changed and why
? Does woman suffer between her duty and affection? Explain her mutifarious role.

Match Box
* story of married couple Ajit and Nomita
* portrays man – woman relationship in most families
* women compared to match boxes – though seem meek , powerful
* Nomita's character is that of typical Indian woman – meek, obedient, loving, 



suppressive, protective etc
* Ajit's character is that of male chauvinist

concept based Questions 
? character of Ajit
? character of Nomita
? character of Nomita's mother
? Nomita narrating her position or condition in the family (1st person narrative)
? justification of Ajit's character from male chauvinist's view
? Gender equality in family 

Horegallu
* horegallu is unique – it  provides mental and physical relief
* becomes an outlet to one's worries
* provides relief and relaxation to one's mental pressure
* get revived and refreshed after a short period of rest.
* regains mental and physical strength

Concept based questions
? importance of Horegallu
? arising need of horegallus in the contemporary world
? characters playing horegallus' role
? grandfather narrating his experience
? Ratna's role as horegallu
 

Mending Wall
* poet is the speaker
* walls are necessary for healthy relations – poet's neighbour
Good fences make good neighbours
*wall symbolizes restrictions or boundaries, here barrier between the speaker and 
neighbour
* the poet stands for creativity and modernity
* the neighbour is that of old age
* main theme – universal brotherhood
* figures of speech used – simile, metaphor, repetition, imagery, personification

concept based questions
? good fences make good neighbours. Explain / justify
? Do you think that walls make real boundaries? How or why
? Do you agree with the speaker of the poem? 
? what do you think about the attitude of the neighbour?
? Neighbour's narration of the event and his views. ( 1st person narrative)

Amigo Brothers
* Antonio cruz and Felix Vargas of 17 are close friends



*both dream of becoming light – weight champion of the world
* to fight each other for selection to the final on 7th August
* winner to represent Golden Gloves Championship
* both decide to be separated for a while to fight the match
*both wanted to win in the first round because they did not want to hurt each other
*fought fiercely in the fight but they rushed at each other after final and went arm in 
arm
* value friendship more though they have true sportsman spirit
* shows enduring friendship
* message – professional rivalry is not a barrier to human relationship

Concept based questions
? Live commentry of the match 
? news paper report of the match
? posters for the match
? they rush at eachother and go arm in arm . Is it right for the sportsmen
? who could be the winner and why?
? what would have been the inroduction to participants
? comment on the ending of the match
? debate on friendship and sportsmanspirit

The Hour of Truth
* corrupting influence of money on people
*Baldwin working in Gresham's bank
* Gresham was arrested for misappropriation of money
* Baldwin is honest in character and tells truth only
* his honesty is rewarded towards the end
*Baldwin's character is typical for honesty
* the play shows how easily people forget their moral values and principles when are 
tempted by money
* conflict in the play – truth and corruption 

Concept based questions
? Character of Baldwin
? Short narrative of the events from John Baldwin's point of view
? flexible attitude of family members
? Gresham's attitude change? How?
? comment on - honesty is  always rewarded  
? conversation between Marshall and Gresham'
? essay / panel discussion on corruption and development 

A Three Wheeled Revolution
* businesses can be successful by targeting the bottom of the pyramid.



* samman was founded in 2007
*rickshaw pullers  - member of Samman -- provided with training on basic etiquette, 
bank loan, i d cards, uniforn, accidental health insurance
* Sammam rickshaws – display advertisements, sell water, fruit juice, prepaid cards, 
mobile phones etc.
* rickshaw pullers now have sense of belonging and empowerment, dignity and profit
too

Concept based questions
? report of the interview
? Irfan narrating his experience ( 1st person narrative)
? Script to introduce Irfan Alam 
? what should be done to boost entrepreneurship
? how can one become a job giver instead of becoming a job seeker
? As a rickshaw puller of Samman, write your views
? you would like to help Samman foundation. How can you do it?
? write a letter to Samman for getting permission to visit them

Didi
* search of Shaheen Mistri – finding ways to help the kids in need – she found many 
children begging on the streets for food
* she stayed in India to help them
* she got admission at St.Xavier's
* Akanksha started – to provide underprevileged with opportunities for learning
* children were taught English, Maths and values, self esteem and confidence

Concept based questions
? interview with Shaheen
? prepare a report on “Meet shaheen”
? script  to introduce Shaheen
? Write a letter of application to Akanksha to teach one of the subjects
? poster for Akanksha foundation
? how would the people have denied while Shaheen approached for place for 
Akanksha. 
? what would have the teacher talked while willing to provide Akaksha place in his 
school
? write a letter to Akanksha foundation for permission to visit them
? you are getting an opportunity to visit Akanksha. How would you help them
? catchy caption for Akanksha foundation

Stammer
* stammer is not a handicap, it is a mode of speech
*as stammer is the silence that falls between the word and its meaning so is the 



lameness which falls between word and deed
* when one stammers he is offering a sacrifice to the God of meanings
* when all stammer it becomes a mother tongue
* God too might have been in  a state of imperfection, that is why His creations too 
are imperfect
* a poem means different to each one

Concept based questions
? review of the poem
? after reading the  poem, interpret the word ' stammer ' and give an example for 
social stammer
? interview with Satchidanandan

When a Sapling is planted
* nobel lecture deliveredby Wangari Mathai
* recounts experiences which led her to fight for protection of environment
* insists on the need to maintain balanced ecosystems for the upcoming generation
* says – development is possible only if environment is managed sustainably
* exhorts humanity to protect the environment

Concept based questions
? interview with Wangari Mathai
? script to introduce Wangari Mathai
? report of the noble lecture
? write a letter of invitation for inaugurating Environment day celebrations
? write a letter to Wangari Mathai congratulating her on receiving nobel prize
? write up / article on ' conservation of natural resources for our future'

Rice
* satirical poem by Chemmnam Chacko
* satirizes society for abandoning food crops for cash crops
* poet finds paddy fields replaced for cash crop cultivation
* people are after commercial farming
* first part of poem – about poet's expectations / dream , second part – reality
* poem is a sharp contrast between expectations and reality
* the poem mourns the loss of fields  to commercial plantations

Concept based questions
? review of the poem
? interview with Chemmnam Chacko
? script to introduce Chemmnam Chacko
? poem mirrors the contemporary scenario – comment on this statement
? present life style changes and rising needs – essay



Dangers of Drug Abuse
* evils of drugs
* physiological effects of drug abuse and over dependence on drugs
* drugs – to prevent or cure diseases
* sensual drugs – give strong sense of pleasure
* sensual drugs – dangerous consequences – brain mal function, liver disease, veneral
disease, infection of kidneys and brain, cells damage, cardiac failure, affects parts of 
body and cause death

Concept based questions
? abuse of drugs – essay / article / speech
? advising friend for statying away from drugs
? poster for anti drugs day
? slogans against drugs

Post Early for Christmas
* play takes place in a post office in England
* action centres round a parcel mistaken for a time bomb
* a farmer comes to office, creates confusion, causes destruction to the precious gift
* main action – posting gifts and parcels as xmas presents early
* post early to avoid last minute rush or delay
* characters' traits make the play humoruous

Concept based questions
? wall notice for the post office
? imagine that suspecious parcel is that of time bomb. The postal assistant informs the
police over phone. What would she talk
? suppose the farmer writes a complaint letter regarding what happened to his parcel. 
Write a letter for him.
? as a postal assistant narrate events in the post office

This is Going to Hurt a little bit
* describes poet's feelings and experiences while sitting in a dentist's chair
* going for dental treatment is painful
* dental torture is unique – it is physical and mental
* all should go to the dentist to keep his teeth in good condition. But one never wants 
it. ( paradox)
* figures of speech – simile, ( mouth to a section of road. Dentist to ursa – bear ) , 
exaggertion
* title ironical



Concept based questions
?review of the poem
? how would the doctor respond when you go to dentist and tells your teeth problem
? write your experience with a dentist

Crime and Punishment
*short story by R.K. Narayan
* narrates a teacher's experience with a boy
* teacher loses self control and slaps the boy ( crime )
* the boy blackmails the teacher ( punishment )
* the boy is mischievous, over parenting may be reason

Concept based questions
? teacher narrating the events that led him to slap the boy to his parents ( 1st person 
narrative)
? the boy reporting the matter to his parents
? teacher' s attitude towards the end of the story highlights the role of teacher. 
Comment
? the boy feels sorry for his behaviour with the teacher. How would he apologize. 
Write a word of apology for him
? the boy is ashamed of his behaviour. He writes a letter to the teacher for forgiving 
him. Write the letter for him.
? merits and demerits of corporal punishment
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